Systems thinking for health emergencies: use of process mapping during outbreak response


ABSTRACT

Process mapping is a systems thinking approach used to understand, analyse and optimise processes within complex systems. We aim to demonstrate how this methodology can be applied during disease outbreaks to strengthen response and health systems. Process mapping exercises were conducted during three unique emerging disease outbreaks contexts with different: mode of transmission, size, and health system infrastructure. System functioning improved considerably in each country. In Sierra Leone, laboratory testing was accelerated from 6 days to within 24 hours. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, time to suspected case notification reduced from 7 to 3 days. In Nigeria, key data reached the national level in 48 hours instead of 5 days. Our research shows that despite the chaos and complexities associated with emerging pathogen outbreaks, the implementation of a process mapping exercise can address immediate response priorities while simultaneously strengthening components of a health system.

INTRODUCTION

Process mapping is a systems thinking approach used to understand, analyse, and optimise processes within complex systems. Process maps were first introduced in the early 1920s, however, it was not until the 1980s that frameworks and methodologies which brought together various disciplines such as architecture, design and engineering were developed. This participatory methodology promotes collective thinking, facilitates communication among stakeholders and provides visualisation of challenges.

To date, process mapping during outbreaks has not been documented, although it has been applied in the health systems and healthcare field. It has been used to ensure optimisation of civil registration and vital statistics systems and in various healthcare quality improvement projects, from mapping the patient journey in a healthcare facility to redesigning procedures to increase efficiency in the USA and UK. It was used in South Africa to understand how the use of point of care tests for sexually transmitted infections, tuberculosis and HIV impacted care at large urban public healthcare clinics. Additionally, process mapping has been used to improve...
collaboration at the human-animal interface across a variety of sectors through the One Health Systems Mapping and Analysis Resource Toolkit (OH-SMART).  

Process mapping visually clarifies stakeholders’ relationships and identifies bottlenecks, inefficiencies and design flaws that limit system performance. 3 It can therefore be a useful tool for effective outbreak response when health systems become overloaded and basic health services cannot be maintained, allowing existing processes to be streamlined and strengthened instead of creating new ones. Mapping processes allows interactions, gaps and redundancies within the health system to be identified; captures complexities effectively and brings people together to share a common view of the system which are useful for developing solutions that can improve acute challenges as well as the long-term functionality of a health system. 3 This methodology can support countries to leverage the incoming resources during response and recovery efforts, thus facilitating short-term and long-term health system strengthening. The flexibility of the methodology lends itself to being implemented in low-income, middle-income and high-income countries alike and may be useful to address many of the operational complexities of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Process mapping exercises, which have proven to be an effective tool at optimising processes in other disciplines, can be a useful tool to assist with specific challenges during outbreak response. We aim to demonstrate how this methodology can be applied during any phase of a disease outbreak response so that processes can be streamlined to improve the current outbreak response as well as the long-term challenges in the information, clinical and laboratory systems.

CONDUCTING PROCESS MAPPING EXERCISES

Process mapping exercises were conducted during three unique disease outbreak contexts in Sierra Leone, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Nigeria between 2014 and 2017. Each mapping exercise followed the same four-step methodology but had a unique focus based on the specificities of the disease outbreak, country context and health system. All addressed a challenge related to the health system either not functioning at an optimal level or being overwhelmed by the outbreak, or both. The process mapping methodology we used was adapted from the operations management discipline by Durski et al. 9 10 and Savigny et al’s ‘Applied Systems Thinking for Health Systems Research: a methodological handbook’ 3 to fit the context of a disease outbreak (Figure 1). This adaptation was done to account for the limited time and resources available during an outbreak as they are dynamic and require quick interventions. One person with strong leadership, facilitation and coordination skills led the exercise and an additional one to two people (depending on the country and context) helped conduct the interviews.

Preparation

In step one, which took a few hours, big-picture operational challenges were identified with Senior Leadership and the Incident manager. Engagement and buy-in from senior leadership within the Ministry of Health (MoH) or National Disease Control units is essential. Then the goals and objectives for each process mapping exercise were defined according to challenges of each outbreak. Indicators were identified to measure the effectiveness of the process re-design. The indicators collected varied according to the process being mapped and the operational context in which the outbreak was occurring. Organisations, partners and stakeholders who were impacted by or involved with the process were also identified.

Conduct interviews

Next, individual interviews lasting up to 1 hour were conducted with all persons identified during step 1. Stakeholders were encouraged to provide honest and constructive opinions during the discussions. Interviews focused on obtaining specific knowledge regarding the step-by-step process related to the main operational challenge being mapped including obtaining an understanding of their specific responsibilities and roles, the roles and responsibilities of their colleagues, challenges that they encounter within the health system, barriers that prevent the health system from operating at an optimal level, barriers that prevent the current response from operating at an optimum level, specific pain points (i.e., challenges) in the current process, and general systematic challenges that impact the process. If stakeholders not initially identified during step 1 were mentioned as instrumental to the process, they were also contacted and interviewed.

Map and analyse

Next, each step in the process, as documented during the interviews, was drawn out and visually mapped with pen and paper. Prior to the group re-design session, this was put into an electronic format to improve legibility for all stakeholders.

Validate and co-create

A group re-design session was then held with all stakeholders to validate the process map and to ensure there were no missing pain points or challenges in the process. Solutions were ideated and then prioritised according to the costs and length of time to implement them, availability and willingness of persons and organisations to implement and monitor changes, and perceived benefit to the response and health system. This phase served to bring all parties to a common understanding of the challenges and to co-create solutions which would improve...
the response and contribute to the strengthening of the health system. Implementation of changes began immediately after the re-design session and were measured approximately 7 to 10 days later. Implementation was performed by partners and stakeholders involved in the process mapping exercise according to their mandate and/or interest in the solution. The authors did not fully implement the re-design in any of the case studies as this required human and financial resources; therefore, the indicators described are baseline and post-mapping exercise, pre-full implementation.

CASE STUDY 1: EBOLA IN SIERRA LEONE

Ebola virus causes a severe disease with average case fatality rate of 50%.11 It is a zoonosis which spreads in rare events from animals to humans and then is sustained in the human population through human-to-human transmission.11 An Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak was reported for the first time in Sierra Leone’s history in June 2014. This context rendered a complex response which was further compounded by a weak health system, limited surveillance and laboratory capacity, few hospitals and clinics with appropriate isolation facilities, an urban setting with overcrowding and poor sanitation, and general population distrust of the government.12 13 The first Ebola case was reported in early June in Kailahun District, over 250 miles from Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone.14 This resulted in the largest known Ebola outbreak to date with over 14 124 cases and 3956 deaths in Sierra Leone alone.15

The process mapping exercise was conducted in Freetown, Sierra Leone, in December 2014 to address the challenges associated with an urban outbreak. The process mapping exercise was conducted over the course of 3 days, 6 months after the first cases had been identified in Freetown. The outbreak ended on 17 March 2016.15 At this time, Western Area, the province in which Freetown is located, had 40% of the confirmed EVD cases in the country, with approximately 26 confirmed cases and 82 new suspected cases each day.16 There were five laboratories and 13 Ebola treatment units (ETUs) and holding centres (HCs) providing services for Western Area at this time. Due to capacities in Western Area being overloaded, patients and/or samples were transferred to other districts accordingly.

The objective of the process mapping exercise was to understand why there were delays in obtaining patient results. These delays were impacting the entire response: patient treatment, case investigation and contact tracing teams, quarantine units, families and overall outbreak coordination. The exercise was conducted with MoH officials with support from the WHO and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (figure 2). Interviews were conducted with over 30 persons, including incident manager, epidemiologists, clinicians, nurses, logisticians, community engagement experts, and laboratory specialists.

A list of pain points were identified, revealing several main themes: (1) delayed results—this impacted triaging patients in HCs which affected patient safety and early treatment, propagated nosocomial transmission and kept EVD patients in the ETUs longer than necessary after recovery, resulting in valuable bed space being occupied unnecessarily; (2) lack of information systems—there was no process for data (patient result, epidemiological and operational) to be consolidated and managed; (3) inefficient communication—there was no process in place to ensure results were given to the correct person/team at the correct time for correct action and insufficient communication between teams; and (4) lack of human resources and capacity—there were not enough trained staff to carry out necessary functions. Once the pain points were identified and mapped, all pillars within the incident management structure convened and system-wide solutions were ideated, developed and implemented (online supplemental chart 1).

Prior to conducting the process mapping exercise, it took on average 6 days for laboratory results to reach the intended audience. After partial implementation of changes, it took an average of 24 hours. The impact of the exercise was far-reaching with an improved turn-around time and turnover of patients in the ETUs and HCs. Better communication between all pillars within the Incident Management System (IMS) resulted in the improvement of critical services such as quarantined homes receiving food faster and better communication with families so they knew where their loved ones were. This improved overall engagement with the response and helped reduce distrust of the response. Additionally, the MoH was able to report on the number of confirmed cases with greater accuracy and timeliness to the public, partners and donors. Furthermore, operational analyses could be performed to drive operational planning, including identification of hotspots and implementation of targeted risk communications.

CASE STUDY 2: YELLOW FEVER IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

A large multicountry yellow fever (YF) outbreak began in Angola in late December 2015 and soon spread to neighbouring DRC in March 2016.17 YF is an acute viral haemorrhagic disease transmitted by mosquitoes. DRC has a weak health system, with an estimated 70% of the population having little or no access to healthcare.18 It is a large, populated country with 81 million residing in 26 provinces that span 2.3 million sq km.19 From 22 March 2016 through 20 July 2016, 1,907 suspected cases, 68 confirmed cases and 95 deaths were reported in DRC alone.17 The last confirmed non-sylvatic case had symptom onset on 12 July 2016.20 Although cases of YF are regularly reported in DRC,21 YF outbreaks in high density areas are unusual, therefore the cases of YF in an urban setting necessitated a different response strategy to that of a rural outbreak.
A process mapping exercise was conducted in Kinshasa, DRC, to address the challenges related to the flow of information from the community to the national MoH level (figure 3). The exercise ran over the course of 1 week in late June/early July 2016, 4 months after the first case was confirmed. At the time of the process mapping exercise, there was a backlog of data across several districts in DRC and little confidence surrounding the numbers of suspected and confirmed cases. Delays in testing and limited epidemiological data posed challenges as it was difficult to assess whether the current response strategy was adequate. Thus, the national Incident Management System was unable to understand the full extent of the outbreak and unable to make key decisions regarding important response factors such as where health staff should be located, planning and implementation of the vaccination campaign, and surveillance and laboratory activities. The process mapping exercise was conducted with MoH officials with support from the WHO and Institut National de Recherche Biomédical. Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pain Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Family can’t locate ill member since no link between ambulance pick-up and ETU name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Samples from same patients are sent to different labs causing backlog.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. If results are not received within 48 hours, follow-up blood specimen is taken and resent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Long wait times in holding centre resulting in unnecessary exposure for negative patients and delayed time to treatment for the EVD positive patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. EVD patients being kept in ETU’s longer than necessary after their recovery resulting in valuable bed space being occupied unnecessarily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Case investigation forms and samples were received at the laboratories without any ETU/HC location making it very difficult to relay results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lab results are not sent in standard manner via Excel and phone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Results are sent at varying times in day/night.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Not all ETU/HC have capacity to receive electronic results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lab results aren’t systematically sent to Kline town for death certificates to be processed and family can’t receive death benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Surveillance team receives results electronically from DERC andaily distributes via paper to Quarantine, contact tracing, DSOs and Burial teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. If DSO does not come to Western Command Centre in morning she doesn’t receive result list to inform families of status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Burial team receives results on ad-hoc basis from Holding Centre/ETU and Surveillance team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. None of the data is linked between pillars and ETU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Quarantine officers inform family of positive results when putting quarantine on home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Quarantine officers responsible for ensuring food gets to family, police monitoring, and removal of homes but there is no link between the positive results and quarantine teams to ensure timeliness of food being distributed and removal of quarantine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Quarantine officers generate contact tracing list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Contact tracing teams don’t systematically get the lists of contacts and receive from multiple sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Paper results are distributed/received on an ad-hoc basis from DSO’s (if DSO’s don’t see family members, they aren’t able to relay results).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. No link between positive results and community mobilizers and risk communications and unable to target messaging and engagement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were conducted with over 20 incident managers, epidemiologists, data managers, data scientists, and laboratory specialists.

A few key themes in the pain points were identified: (1) lack of standardised processes and procedures—case investigation and laboratory forms were often missing, inaccurate or incomplete further affecting data accuracy; (2) lack of information sharing—there was insufficient collaboration and data sharing between key members working on the outbreak; (3) lack of human resources—there was insufficient staffing to manage the movement of samples and data and no designated data entry person, resulting in delays in updating and cleaning the data; and (4) suboptimal information systems—comparisons between the national level surveillance database and national level laboratory database revealed a discrepancy of more than 280 patient records and a backlog of over 90 paper case investigation forms (CIFs) that were yet to be entered into the database. The data was not archived regularly and was stored on an individual staff member’s computer. Other peripheral challenges mentioned included the sample storage and shipment and there was a lack of standardised YF case definitions, making it difficult to classify suspected, probable and confirmed cases. Following the identification of the pain points, a variety of solutions were proposed, with the implementation focussed on the development of processes and procedures, and associated data management solutions (online supplemental chart 1).

Prior to conducting the process mapping exercise, it took, on average, 7 days to be notified of a suspected case of YF. After partial implementation, this was reduced to an average of 3 days. The recommended actions improved the daily flow of data allowing the national IMS structure to obtain a clear picture of the epidemiological situation which is required for decision making. It also catalysed a review of the placement of the mobile laboratories, the mapping of cases to understand movement of the outbreak and the use of modelling to better plan the distribution of the YF vaccination to the areas that

---

**Figure 3**  Process mapping exercise: yellow fever in the Democratic Republic of Congo. AFRO, Africa regional office; CIF, case investigation form; DRC, Democratic Republic of Congo; HQ, headquarters; INRB, Institut National de Recherche Biomédical; IP, Institute Pasteur; MGMT, management; YF, yellow fever.
needed it the most. Furthermore, the review and adaptation of the YF case definition, followed by the training of health workers, significantly improved case detection and reporting.

CASE STUDY 3: MONKEYPOX IN NIGERIA
In September 2017, Nigeria experienced its first monkeypox outbreak since 1978. Prior to this outbreak, monkeypox was not a priority disease in Nigeria, with little or no awareness of the disease among health workers and no surveillance system in place. Monkeypox is a rare viral zoonotic disease with the average case fatality rate of up to 11%. At the time of the outbreak, there was no approved treatment or vaccine available, although prior smallpox vaccination was found to be highly effective at preventing the infection. The disease is spread primarily through an animal reservoir, although human-to-human transmission has been documented. Nigeria is a large, densely populated country with a de-centralised health system, giving each state significant autonomy in managing public health activities. Additionally, over half of the population lives below the poverty line on less than 1 dollar a day, with only 43% of the population having access to healthcare. This poses serious challenges in coordinating a multistate outbreak. The outbreak resulted in sporadic cases over the course of the next year with a total of 122 confirmed or probable cases being identified and seven deaths as of 15 September 2018.

The mapping exercise was conducted over the course of 1 day in Abuja, the capital of Nigeria, 2 days after the monkeypox outbreak was confirmed. The objective of this exercise was to understand the total number of suspected and confirmed cases, their geographical location and the associated operational challenges to assess the extent of the outbreak and to inform resource allocation efforts. At the time of the mapping, cases were confirmed in one state with suspected cases in six other states, resulting in a potential wide geographic spread. The mapping exercise was conducted in parallel to the national IMS structure being established, technical guidance documents and standard operating procedures (SOPs) being written and laboratory capacity being established. The process mapping exercise was conducted with Nigeria’s Centres for Disease Control (NCDC) with support from the WHO. Interviews were conducted with over 15 incident managers, medical officers, epidemiologists, data managers and laboratory specialists (figure 4).

The primary pain points themes that emerged included: (1) information management system challenges—incomplete information from CIFs resulted in limited understanding of the total number and location of suspected cases; (2) data collection challenges—incomplete investigations and collection of samples by surveillance officers which limited IMS understanding of the situation in each of the states; and (3) communication of information. Other peripheral challenges were mentioned, such as insufficient number of isolation areas in the hospitals, sample storage issues—some samples were not properly stored impeding the laboratories analysis, limited personal protective equipment for clinicians, and lack of staff to conduct investigations and contact tracing. After the pain points were discussed and agreed upon, a list of solutions was ideated and implemented. These solutions focussed on improving the level of engagement between the national level and states, training staff, establishing guidance and SOPs for the IMS and surveillance teams, and detailing responsibilities and timelines for all personnel working on the outbreak (online supplemental chart 1).

Prior to conducting the process mapping exercise, it took an average of 5 days to receive the CIF and case pictures at the NCDC national level. After the implementation of changes, it took an average of 48 hours. Furthermore, there was only a 24-hour delay in consolidating the data, resulting in timely reporting of the suspected and confirmed cases to the incident manager. These changes enabled the IMS to make faster decisions regarding the allocation of resources to the affected states and allowed for timely reporting of case counts which could be shared with the public. Additionally, timely information supported the development of associated risk communication, faster contact tracing to limit the spread of disease and more effective deployment of personal protective equipment to affected districts.

LESSONS LEARNT
Our findings demonstrate the importance of using process mapping during disease outbreaks as a tool to aid in the response while strengthening components of an already existing health system. This may be a particularly useful methodology to deploy during the current COVID-19 pandemic when there are many operational challenges and complexities. This is a methodology that epidemiologists, logisticians, community engagement experts, clinicians, infection prevention and control experts, laboratory specialists and incident managers could familiarise themselves with as they are often the first individuals to work within the response system.

Process mapping should be considered at any phase of outbreak response to assess system-wide challenges and provide ongoing monitoring of system improvements. They may also be done during International Health Regulations preparedness and readiness efforts and during post-event after-actions reviews. All three outbreaks occurred in sub-Saharan Africa which may limit generalisability of results; however, process mapping exercises have been done across numerous industries and settings around the world and we therefore believe this methodology could be applied to outbreaks in all geographic settings and in low-income, middle-income and high-income countries alike. The authors encourage others to implement process mapping exercises during outbreak response to strengthen the generalisability and
evidence base for this methodology. Furthermore, the length of time from the start of outbreak to the initiation of the mapping exercise varied and therefore the authors believe it is a useful methodology that can be deployed at any time point during any outbreak to assist in solving complex operational challenges. Additional research should be performed to evaluate how the timing of the process mapping exercise impacts the processes; however, from our experience, the earlier the process mapping is conducted, the less challenging the redesign is, as there are fewer complexities and interactions that need to be addressed. This exercise was done to strengthen the flow of information and data associated with surveillance, clinical and laboratory systems. The authors recommend using process mapping in other contexts within an outbreak to improve generalisability to other areas of a health system.

The primary challenges in implementing this methodology during an outbreak included: (1) obtaining time from stakeholders to conduct the interviews and re-design session; (2) allocating human and financial resources to re-design the processes; and (3) changing priorities and epidemiological situation. Based on these challenges, we found an added level of situational awareness, openness and flexibility is required by the persons conducting the exercise as well as those involved in the re-design as time is limited and the situation is evolving rapidly. Ensuring buy-in from leadership, and strong stakeholder and partner engagement from the beginning was crucial as it allowed for human and financial resource support during the implementation of solutions. This also promoted accountability of stakeholders and partners during the implementation of the solutions. Keeping the interview time to under 1 hour per person reduced pressures associated with timing. During the re-design process, we also highlighted the importance of a growth mindset which allowed for innovative approaches to be discussed and implemented. Designating one person to monitor

Figure 4  Process mapping exercise: monkeypox in Nigeria. CIF, case investigation forms; CPHL, Central public health laboratories; NCDC, Nigeria Centers for Disease Control.
the process through the outbreak and beyond will also support the sustainability of the re-designed process.

CONCLUSION

The three outbreaks described had unique challenges and varying levels of complexity, including the size (number and geographic dispersion), duration (the length of the outbreak prior to the mapping exercise being conducted) and the existence of functioning systems. They also had many similarities. All outbreaks had challenges associated with the flow of data and information systems which impacted operational and strategic decision-making required to rapidly guide the responses. A common challenge across all scenarios was ensuring sufficient and trained staff had clear responsibilities, timelines and built-in accountability mechanisms. Each scenario also necessitated improving the working relationship and strengthening communication and coordination between the laboratory, clinical and surveillance teams. All three countries had already existing systems that managed data and flow of information prior to the outbreak. However, all the systems were overwhelmed once the number of suspected cases increased. The impact on the process mapping exercise in all three countries was witnessed within days: communication between stakeholders was enhanced, strategic decisions were made possible with good data, and ancillary and supportive health system services improved. We aimed to re-design resilient processes that evolve as the situation allows, and therefore, the process mapping exercise should be reassessed and repeated as necessary to allow for further system refinement. A challenge associated with this is ensuring sufficient resources to monitor, re-evaluate and re-adjust the processes over time, and the authors suggest that this be built into the mapping exercise during the planning stage. This re-evaluation and re-adjustment concept are a key activity required for long-term health system strengthening and the authors believe long-term positive change will be noticed as has been demonstrated through process mapping exercises in other disciplines.

The solutions created were often simple yet had tremendous impact. Moreover, financial requirements were minimal and consisted of only staff time. The full implementation of the re-design can have financial costs; however, as demonstrated, there are innovative ways to address process-related issues that are no-to-low cost such as improving communication between teams, establishing clear roles, using organisational tools such as stamp pads, responsibilities and timelines, ensuring all persons and teams understand their own purpose and roles along with those whom they should be working closely with, and writing SOPs and ensuring everyone is adequately trained on them.
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